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LG 75" TV and Vivi

Currently in my classroom, I have an interactive whiteboard display unlike any other at Spring
Ridge that has been causing issues for the past three years I have been teaching at Elkhorn
Public Schools. My classroom grant project requests a new LG TV and a Vivi for the front of
my classroom. I believe this would be a valuable addition because it would allow my
classroom management to improve in ways my current board does not allow me to do so.
With the TV and Vivi, I would be able to roam around the room rather than staying in one
position at the front. Additionally, I am experiencing many glitches with my current board such
as illegible writing and malfunctioning buttons. With the TV and Vivi, I would be able to spend
more time on instruction and not fixing these glitches while teaching, which would help to
maximize my students’ learning. Overall, the TV and Vivi would resolve the problems that I
have tried to solve countless times, but have struggled to do so. The new system would
improve behavior, functionality, and educational outcomes in my classroom!

Leanna
Klimisch

5th

LLI Orange System, Second Edition Instructional features include: 14–18 weeks of explicit,
Spring
Leveled Literacy
direct instruction 30-minute lessons, 5 days a week recommended teacher-to-student ratio of
Ridge
Intervention Orange 1:3 systematic intensive work in phonemic awareness, letters, and phonics. This kit will be
Elementary System - Kindergarten wonderful for students in kindergarten and our Special Ed students who need direction
instruction in developing their early literacy skills.
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$

1,605

Julie Lentz Pre K-2nd $

3,100

$

4,705

